
Washington Dept. of Natural Resources
Mill log prices - Domestically Processed

Price Period April-13

$/MBF

Species - Grade Average High Low

Number 
of 

Quotes
Doug-Fir $621 $725 $480

SM and Better $677 $725 $600
2 Saw $634 $680 $525
3 Saw $643 $679 $480
4 Saw/CNS $555 $625 $480

White wood $518 $600 $385
SM and Better $550 $550 $550
2 Saw $528 $600 $460
3 Saw $532 $600 $385
4 Saw/CNS $459 $550 $385

Spruce $475 $475 $475
2 Saw $475 $475 $475
3 Saw $475 $475 $475
4 Saw/CNS $475 $475 $475

Cedar $1,231 $1,500 $925
Camprun $1,231 $1,500 $925

Alder $577 $700 $390
2 Saw $663 $700 $600
3 Saw $613 $650 $575
4 Saw $524 $668 $390

Maple $389 $475 $300
2 Saw $438 $475 $400
3 Saw $400 $450 $350
4 Saw $350 $425 $300

Cotton Wood $200 $200 $200
Camprun $200 $200 $200

Hardwood $227 $288 $180
Util* $227 $288 $180

Conifer $225 $225 $225
Util* $225 $225 $225

Grand Total $588 $1,500 $180 115

5 or more quotes
3 to 4 quotes
1 to 2 quotes

Publish date: May 1, 2013
 *Note: Utility price based on conversion factor of 9.0 tons/mbf
** Pole: Suitable for utility poles 35 ft and longer.
Care was used during compilation of this timber price sheet to ensure accuracy.  However, DNR relied in part 
on information from outside sources and cannot accept responsibility for errors or omissions.  Any use of this 
information is as is, with all faults, and without any warranty of its accuracy.  DNR DISCLAIMS ALL 
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF 
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR PARTICULAR PURPOSES.
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